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Abstract

Background: To meet changes in society and health care, medical curricula require continuous improvement. A relatively new development in medical education is team-based learning (TBL). In the previous century, problem-based learning (PBL) emerged as an exciting new method.

Aims: What are the similarities and differences between PBL and TBL? How do both approaches fit with current design principles? How might PBL and TBL benefit from each other’s unique strengths?

Methods: Analysis of the literature.

Results: The overall similarities between PBL and TBL relate to the use of professionally relevant problems and small group learning, both fitting well with current instructional design principles. The main difference is that one teacher in TBL can run twenty or even more study teams, whereas in PBL each small group is run by one teacher.

Conclusion: In this paper we advocate for a joining of forces. By combining elements of PBL and TBL, we could create varied instructional approaches that are in keeping with current instructional design principles, thereby combining the best of both worlds to optimize student learning.

Introduction

Change being a stable characteristic of society and health care, continuing curriculum renewal is a familiar process in medical schools. In fact, medical schools all over the world regularly transform or modify their curricula to offer students optimal preparation for their work in the changing world of the health professions. Team-based learning (TBL) is presented as an attractive instructional approach especially for the acquisition of teamwork skills. Originating in business education in the 20th century, in the past decade TBL has made its entrance in health sciences education where its use is spreading rapidly (Haidet et al. 2012).

Developed in medical education in the late 1960s, problem-based learning (PBL) was heralded as an innovative educational approach and adopted by medical schools all over the world. As a student-centered as opposed to a teacher-centered approach, it was a major breakthrough in curriculum reform (Frenk et al. 2010), and many medical schools embraced it as an alternative to the then dominant discipline-based, teacher-centered approach, characterized by content that was less relevant to practice, a strong emphasis on one directional transmission of knowledge and not enough emphasis on clinical reasoning and problem solving. PBL is used in many schools today, and TBL is strongly advocated as an instructional approach that is eminently suitable to prepare students for effective collaboration (Frenk et al. 2010).

The co-existence of PBL and TBL in medical education raises several questions: What exactly are the differences and similarities? Is TBL the new breakthrough in education? What can we learn from these two instructional approaches? And, even more importantly: how do both approaches fit with current instructional design principles? Are there benefits to be gained from combining these approaches’ unique strengths?

Practice points

- Problem-based learning (PBL) and team-based learning (TBL) both use professionally relevant problems and small group learning and both fit well with current instructional design principles.
- PBL could benefit from structured peer feedback and inter-team discussions as is done in TBL.
- TBL could benefit from activating prior knowledge before pre-reading assignments and students generating questions or learning issues by themselves as is done in PBL.
Since there are many variants of PBL and PBL is understood and practiced differently in many institutions (Taylor & Miflin 2006), it seems logical to first describe our main characteristics before moving on to an examination of the possibilities for combining elements of PBL and TBL to maximize their joint educational powers (Table 1).

### The main characteristics of PBL

PBL is a student-centered approach in which problems are the stimulus for learning. It is characterized by: (1) learning through problems, (2) small group sessions, (3) group learning facilitated by a teacher, and (4) learning through self-study (Barrows & Tamblyn 1980; Barrows 1996; Hmelo-Silver 2004). The problems are professionally relevant and discussed in small groups in which all students work simultaneously on the same problem. One teacher facilitates each group. During the initial discussion of the problem in the group, students generate issues that need further self-study. All group members study the same set of learning issues during individual self-study. After self-study the group reconvenes to discuss the findings from self-study and synthesize what they have learnt. Students are randomly assigned to these groups (six to ten students per group) and usually stay together for a period of six to ten weeks during which they meet twice a week during two-hour sessions. After six to ten weeks the groups are reformed. A limited number of lectures are scheduled. These lectures are scheduled after individual self-study and after the final discussion in the group.

By discussing a pre-set problem students activate their prior knowledge, identify gaps in their knowledge vis-à-vis the problem and use these gaps to generate issues for self-study. During self-study students are exposed to new content and during the final discussion after self-study. During the final discussion, students listen and explain to other group members what they have learnt, discuss issues that were unclear or contradictory and apply their knowledge to the pre-set problem. The teacher plays an important role as facilitator by encouraging students to ask critical questions, engage in sound reasoning, constructively discuss cognitive disagreements, explain new knowledge in their own words and apply new knowledge and insights to solve the problem in question.

### The main characteristics of TBL

TBL is a learner-centered, teacher-directed instructional approach for entire classes of students who are divided into small teams of between five and seven students to solve authentic problems (Michaelsen et al. 2008; Parmelee & Michaelsen 2010; Parmelee et al. 2012). One teacher facilitates various small teams, 20 or even more. Before group sessions students have to complete a mandatory reading assignment and their individual knowledge of the materials is assessed in a multiple-choice test. In the teams, students discuss their individual answers to the exact same test items with each other to reach team consensus and receive immediate feedback on their answers. Thereafter the teacher clarifies the concepts related to the test questions that students struggled with. Students then work in the same teams to resolve professionally relevant, challenging and complex problems and simultaneously reveal the solution or decision they have reached to the other teams in the class. The teacher facilitates the discussion in which the different teams challenge the decisions of other teams and defend their own decision in a plenary session. In TBL, the teams are self-managed but, the inter-team discussions are facilitated by one teacher. Within the teams, students exchange feedback on their performance in the group (Haidet et al. 2012). The main characteristics of TBL are: (1) professionally relevant problems, (2) small self-managed teams, (3) mandatory pre-class preparation by students, (4) an individual and a team test to determine students' readiness for dealing with complex decision-based professionally relevant problems, and (5) working on problems in teams (Parmelee et al. 2012). Peer evaluation and

---

**Table 1. Main characteristics of PBL and TBL.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction characteristic</th>
<th>PBL</th>
<th>TBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Learning by addressing professionally relevant problems. All students work on the same problems.</td>
<td>Learning by addressing professionally relevant problems. All students work on the same problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Learning in small groups</td>
<td>Learning in small teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>One teacher facilitates each small group.</td>
<td>One teacher facilitates numerous small teams (20 or more).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group activities and self-study</td>
<td>Students start with an initial discussion in the group to determine issues that need further self-study. All students study the same set of learning issues during individual self-study. Thereafter the group meets again to share and discuss findings.</td>
<td>Students start with mandatory pre-assigned reading during individual study. Students fill out a test (individually). Thereafter students discuss the exact same test items to reach team consensus and receive immediate feedback on their answers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group characteristics</td>
<td>Six to ten students per group. Students are randomly assigned to the groups. Group members stay together in a group for 6–10 weeks and discuss several problems.</td>
<td>Five to seven students per team. Students are purposefully assigned to the teams. Group members stay together in a team for at least the duration of a course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other curricular activities</td>
<td>A limited number of supplementary lectures is included which take place after self-study and after the final discussion in the small group.</td>
<td>There are no traditional lectures. Students’ initial exposure to the content is through pre-class study assignments and instructors’ input is either corrective or confirmatory in nature and occurs: (1) at the conclusion of the team readiness tests and, (2) at the conclusion of the plenary class discussions in which teams have challenged each others’ answers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
feedback is another important characteristic (Haidet et al. 2012). Students are purposefully assigned to teams using a stratified random sampling process.

**Similarities between PBL and TBL**

As learner-centered instructional approaches based on constructivist learning theory, PBL and TBL share two important characteristics: (1) learning around professionally relevant problems and (2) learning in small groups or teams. Both instructional approaches fit well with the first five principles of instruction of many current instructional approaches as defined by Merrill (2012): learning is promoted when (1) learners are engaged in whole or real-world problems; (2) existing knowledge is activated; (3) new learning is applied and (4) integrated or transferred. In both PBL and TBL students are encouraged during group work to apply their new knowledge to problems and to integrate or transfer their new knowledge by reporting it to peers in their own words. Furthermore, learning is promoted when (5) new knowledge is demonstrated to learners, e.g. by providing worked-out or modeling examples (Merrill, 2012). Although demonstration is not a primary instructional principle in PBL and TBL as opposed to many teacher-centered instructional approaches, demonstration, e.g. in terms of lectures, is not fully neglected in both curricula. So both PBL and TBL fit well with current first principles of instructional design as defined by Merrill (2012). Despite these similarities there are differences as well (Table 2).

### Differences between PBL and TBL

A first major difference is that in TBL one teacher runs various groups simultaneously (even twenty teams or more with hundred students), while in PBL there is one teacher for each group. So in PBL a teacher is physically present for each group discussion, whereas the teacher is not physically present for each team discussion. Students in PBL work in groups in different small rooms, whereas TBL teams work simultaneously in the same large room in small teams.

Another difference relates to the way students attain the knowledge and insight to address the problem they are working on. TBL students are given a mandatory pre-class reading assignment while PBL students are given no preparatory reading assignment. Exposure to new content in TBL takes place after initial group discussion, mainly during self-study but also during the final group discussion. Exposure to new content in TBL takes place before team discussion.

PBL students start with an initial discussion in which they activate their prior knowledge in the group. TBL students fill out a test individually and as a group to check whether they understand the pre-assigned reading materials; so prior knowledge is checked prior to the small group discussion.

Furthermore, where PBL students identify their own issues for self-study after the initial group discussion, in TBL it is the teacher who decides based on the nature of the application problems he or she will be requiring students to solve and the conclusion of the instructional units. Further, based on the test results, the instructor decides which issues need further explanation before students work in small teams to tackle the application problems.

Feedback (both confirmatory and corrective) to the students is given by peers within the group or team in both PBL and TBL. Furthermore, in both PBL and TBL the teacher gives corrective feedback to students when needed. However, in TBL students receive immediate feedback (confirmatory and corrective) from: (1) fellow team members while reaching consensus during the team discussion, (2) on the correctness of each team decision on the team test (via an scratch-off answer sheet), and (3) from members of other teams during group discussions.

### Table 2. Main differences between TBL and PBL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction characteristic</th>
<th>PBL</th>
<th>TBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teachers and presence</td>
<td>Many teachers; one per small group. Teacher physically present in each group.</td>
<td>One teacher for many small teams. Teacher not physically present in each team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooms</td>
<td>Groups work in different small rooms.</td>
<td>Teams work in the same large room in teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-class reading/exposure to new content</td>
<td>No mandatory pre-class reading assignment before group discussion. Exposure to new content after initial group discussion during self-study and during final group discussion.</td>
<td>Mandatory pre-class reading assignment before team discussion. Exposure to new content before the team discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior knowledge</td>
<td>Students are not tested, but encouraged to activate their prior knowledge by means of an initial group discussion.</td>
<td>Students are tested individually and as a team to check their understanding of the reading assignments and prior knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher versus student initiated decisions about content to be studied</td>
<td>Students generate issues for self-study; students define what is not yet well understood after an initial group discussion of professionally relevant problem.</td>
<td>Teacher defines content for pre-class study based on knowledge required for application problems that will be given during the unit. Teacher decides, on the basis of the group test, which issues are not yet well understood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Feedback (both confirmatory and corrective) from peers during the final group discussion and if necessary from the teacher. No testing and no inter-group discussions.</td>
<td>Feedback (both confirmatory and corrective) from peers and the teacher during team test, but also from inter-team discussions after teams have revealed their choices, challenged others and attempted to defend their own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer feedback</td>
<td>No structured peer evaluations/feedback. Reasoning around problems with no specified questions.</td>
<td>Structured peer evaluations/feedback. Reasoning around problems with associated questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
inter-team discussions of the application problems. Testing and inter-group discussion are not part of regular PBL tutorials.

Peer evaluation and peer feedback are another difference between the approaches. Although peer feedback is also implemented in PBL in some schools, peer feedback is a structural component of TBL, with each team member having to give feedback to each of the other team members on their contributions to group learning. We will elaborate on this difference in the next section.

Learning in both PBL and TBL centers on reasoning around problems relevant to future professional practice. However, in TBL the mechanism through which the reasoning occurs is by requiring students to make questions and defend decisions to questions. TBL teams simultaneously reveal their answers in a plenary session and the teams discuss the decisions of the other teams and defend their own decision, facilitated by a teacher (Parmelee et al., 2012). Thus, students in TBL work on problems with associated questions, whereas students in PBL work on problems with no specified questions. Students in PBL discuss problems and generate their own issues or questions that need further self-study; so questions are not given.

In summary, the overall similarities between PBL and TBL relate to the use of professionally relevant problems and small group learning that both fit well with current instructional design principles, while the main difference relates to one teacher facilitating interactions between multiple self-managed teams in TBL, whereas each small group in PBL is facilitated by one teacher. Further differences are related to mandatory pre-reading assignments in TBL, testing of prior knowledge in TBL and activating prior knowledge in PBL, teacher-initiated clarifying of concepts that students struggled with in TBL versus students-generated issues that need further study in PBL, inter-team discussions in TBL and structured feedback and problems with related questions in TBL.

Strengths of PBL and TBL

PBL and TBL share various strong points. They both emphasize the importance of learning around professionally relevant problems in small groups. Both instructional approaches fit well with the five first principles of instruction of many current instructional approaches as defined by Merrill (2012) and explained above. The question is can PBL and TBL benefit from each other’s unique strengths and, if the answer is affirmative, how do we achieve this?

What do the two approaches have to offer each other?

In addition to shared strengths, TBL and PBL have unique strengths. What can the two approaches offer each other or, to put it differently, how can PBL and TBL achieve mutual benefit by sharing strong points? How can the two approaches be combined?

How can PBL profit from TBL?

An important characteristic of TBL that might transfer to PBL is structured peer evaluation and feedback. In TBL, team members conduct mutual peer evaluation of their contributions to the success of the group and their own learning (Parmelee et al. 2012). Peer feedback has been shown to have positive effects on students’ contributions to the team and on students’ commitment to group work (Kamp et al. 2013). Also, it enhances awareness of desired behaviors in the group and positive social interdependence, and it increases intrinsic motivation, mutual support and collaboration among group members (Hattie & Timperley 2007; Johnson et al. 2007). Borges et al. (2012) showed that, combined with peer feedback during a traditional clerkship, TBL enhanced students’ awareness of their own emotions and recognition of the emotions of others, thereby promoting empathy. Peer feedback is also a helpful strategy for promoting individual member accountability. In short, peer feedback is a unique strength of TBL that could prove beneficial to PBL curricula in which peer feedback is not yet implemented as a routine and structured activity.

Another aspect of TBL that could be used in PBL is that the initial small group discussions could take place in a large class setting with one facilitator instead of a facilitator for each small group. The small groups discuss a professionally relevant problem and generate issues that need further self-study. The leader of each small group lists the learning issues generated and brings it to the teacher. Thereafter the teams report their learning issues in a plenary session. The teacher subsequently moderates a discussion in which teams challenge the choices of other teams and defend their own choices. In the end students have a list of learning issues for self-study.

An advantage of this approach is that one teacher is needed for the discussion preceding the generation of learning issues. Another advantage is that the prior-knowledge base is expanded to an entire class consisting of several small teams and that inter-team discussions are facilitated.

How can TBL profit from PBL?

An important characteristic of PBL which may be of benefit to TBL is the small group discussion before self-study in which students activate their prior knowledge, a strategy that has been shown to have positive cognitive effects on learning (Dolmans & Schmidt 2006; Van Blankenstein et al. 2011). In other words, although TBL does encourage the activation of prior knowledge by means of pre-reading assignments and does test students’ prior knowledge by asking students to answer test items, either individually or in the team, TBL could benefit from encouraging students to activate their prior knowledge by actively contributing to the group discussion before pre-reading assignments.

Another characteristic of PBL that might be of benefit to TBL is encouragement of self-directed learning. In PBL, during small group discussions, students are encouraged to generate their own questions or learning issues for self-study, which they report on and discuss in the subsequent group discussion. In other words, students plan and monitor their own learning. Encouraging students to generate their own learning issues is
assumed to have positive effects from a motivational perspective and on top of that may enhance the development of lifelong learning skills. So, TBL can encourage students to generate learning issues by themselves.

The proposed exchange of characteristics between PBL and TBL as discussed is summarized in Table 3.

**Conclusions and discussion**

Nowadays, TBL is implemented in many schools and advocated as an instructional method that offers students excellent preparation for professional practice. The above descriptions of PBL and TBL indicate that the two approaches share important similarities. Both instructional methods fit well with current first principles of curriculum design as defined by Merrill (2012) and both have unique strong points. We have tried to illustrate how the latter could offer opportunities for mutual benefit. By combining the strengths of the two approaches we might be able to optimize student learning in PBL and TBL, and perhaps create some hybrid approaches.

Some issues call for further discussion. Firstly, TBL is often claimed to be an economical or resource friendly instructional approach because one instructor can oversee the work of and ensure timely feedback to as many as twenty or more teams (Hrynkach & Batty 2012; Parmelee et al. 2012). In times of resource shortages and increasing student numbers, this claim may have been instrumental in the breakthrough of TBL. PBL requires sufficient numbers of well-prepared tutors; one for each group which requires a lot of resources (Taylor & Miflin 2008). But is TBL really less expensive than PBL? Further research will have to bring clarity on this issue.

A second discussion point is the transferability to PBL of the TBL characteristic of one teacher for many small groups. Can one teacher run various PBL groups simultaneously? In other words, can a group or team work well without a teacher? This would mean losing the advantage of having a teacher available to give just-in-time information or feedback during the group discussion. However, it may be worthwhile to consider the possibility of one teacher running groups simultaneously, once students have become familiar with the PBL approach; this would mean alternate group sessions with and without a teacher as described above. Further research will have to evaluate the impact of this way of reducing teacher support in PBL. Another way of cutting back on teacher support may be to employ student teachers. Although preferably practicing physicians are involved as teachers since they know what is relevant to learn (Dolmans et al. 2013), selected and motivated senior students trained to facilitate small groups can be as effective as teachers (De Rijdt et al. 2012). The question is whether senior students will be much cheaper than experienced teachers, in view of the considerable expenses for ongoing selection and training.

Thirdly, there is little clarity regarding the differential amounts of time devoted to lecturing, group discussion, self-study and other activities in PBL and TBL. Also, how much teacher support is given in PBL versus TBL? To what extent are students encouraged to self-direct their learning in PBL versus TBL? These issues deserve further exploration.

A fourth issue that needs further research is whether PBL and TBL differ in terms of problems that are used. Both approaches emphasize the importance of reasoning around problems. In TBL problems are associated with questions, in PBL there are no specified questions? But how do both approaches differ in terms of developing critical thinking and decision-making?

The fifth issue to be discussed is whether TBL will be the next breakthrough in health care education. Developing students’ team work skills is crucial for the health care system and will become increasingly urgent as health care is facing an increase in problems of increasing complexity requiring multi-disciplinary team work. So the urgency of paying more attention to the development of teamwork skills in curricula and educational research is undeniable; both PBL and TBL can equip students with these skills.

Finally, we are faced with the choice between PBL and TBL. Which should we choose? Should we choose? In this paper, we have tried to argue that it is neither necessary nor desirable to make this choice. It may be more profitable to optimize student learning if we look for ways to combine the best of both worlds: PBL with structured peer feedback, PBL with study teams, TBL with initial group discussion before pre-reading assignment or testing or TBL with students generating their own learning issues. Choose an instructional approach that fits well with current design principles, such as the five first principles of Merrill (2012) emphasizing the importance of learning around problems, activation of prior knowledge, demonstration of new knowledge, and application and integration of knowledge. Ensure variability in problems to be discussed, order problems from simple to complex and gradually reduce teacher support (Van Merrienboer & Kirschner 2013). Start with TBL, thereafter alternate TBL and PBL to decrease teacher support, and subsequently use PBL. Start with explanation problems and gradually add decision or strategic problems. Start with paper problems; thereafter use TBL. Which should we choose? In this paper, we have tried to argue that it is neither necessary nor desirable to make this choice. It may be more profitable to optimize student learning if we look for ways to combine the best of both worlds: PBL with structured peer feedback, PBL with study teams, TBL with initial group discussion before pre-reading assignment or testing or TBL with students generating their own learning issues. Choose an instructional approach that fits well with current design principles, such as the five first principles of Merrill (2012) emphasizing the importance of learning around problems, activation of prior knowledge, demonstration of new knowledge, and application and integration of knowledge. Ensure variability in problems to be discussed, order problems from simple to complex and gradually reduce teacher support (Van Merrienboer & Kirschner 2013). Start with TBL, thereafter alternate TBL and PBL to decrease teacher support, and subsequently use PBL. Start with explanation problems and gradually add decision or strategic problems. Start with paper problems; thereafter use real patient problems so as to augment the fidelity of problems. There is a range of options to include real patient problems both in the pre-clinical and clinical phase (Harden et al. 2000; Diemers et al. 2008). Combine the strengths of PBL and TBL. In sum, think win-win when designing curricula in order to
optimize student learning and use varied instructional approaches that fit well with current instructional design principles.
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